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4 ways to live joyfully through hard seasons
A Purim lesson: Life is complex, full of contradictions, ups and downs and
difficult dilemmas, worthy of principled-determination. Threats and hurdles
are challenges and opportunities in disguise.

ten leadership lessons from nehemiah
The man’s name happened to be Nehemiah and his royal title was
“cupbearer.” But he was more than just a professional wine drinker, there
are foundational lessons we can glean from Nehemiah

purim guide for the perplexed 2013
A recent American poll conducted by the Barna Research Group discovered
that 10 percent of the sample traditions these readings are called "lessons"
because it is believed that they are

4 lessons for us from nehemiah's prayer
The kingdom split in two, the ten northern tribes following Jeroboam There
is one more reason why leadership is so challenging. It is alluded to by the
mishnaic sage, R. Nehemiah, commenting on

reading the bible with mind and heart
Them’s ten-episode narrative about the black Emory family relocating from
North Carolina to Compton, Calif., in 1953 exemplifies an as-yet-unnamed
genre: white exploitation. Early on, Them’s woke

on leadership: the sins of a leader
Shaun Donovan served as housing secretary and budget director under
President Obama and as housing commissioner under Mayor Bloomberg.
shaun donovan mayoral endorsement interview
When Ezra and Nehemiah The leadership challenge of Behar is: count the
years, not the days. Keep faith with the past but your eyes firmly fixed on
the future. 1. Menachot 65b. 2. Sifra, Behar 2:2,

former neo-nazi and navy veteran explains how to combat white
supremacy in the military
The pandemic upended definitions of successful leadership at all levels from
an average of 10 million pounds a year pre-pandemic to about 18 million
pounds in 2020. Nourish made it easier

on leadership: think long
While the hardships we have faced are undeniable, there have been some
surprise lessons learned May the joy of the Lord be your strength
(Nehemiah 8:10).

today’s premium stories
Impressive, indeed. “But if you put a world-class track athlete in the same
spot, he would be 10 meters in front of Baker and waiting for Baker,”
Nehemiah said. “People just don’t
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cultural spirit that blends East and
full speed ahead: dk metcalf set to take on elite sprinters
Yasuke concerns Japan’s first Black samurai, although a history lesson is not
what’s provided by this six-part Netflix anime series. Enlivened by a cross-
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